MARY R. MORGAN, L.M.S.W.

Mary R. Morgan, a twinless twin, holds a Master’s Degree in Clinical Social Work from Columbia University, and has had six years of training in Spontaneous Interactive Imagery. She trained and worked as a therapist at the Jewish Board of Family and Children Services and has been in private practice for 14 years.

She lectures on the subject of twin loss and her practice has included individual counseling with twinless twins and two years of leading a bereavement group for twins who lost their twins in the World Trade Center disaster in 2001. She is presently on leave of absence, writing a book on the unique issues of twin loss for therapists and bereavement counselors.


She has conducted bereavement workshops at seven TTSGI conferences (2003–2011), and she delivered the keynote speech in 2003, 2004, 2006 and 2009.